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BACKGROUND
Characterization of microbial communities in bedrock
groundwater has been facilitated by diverse measurement data. Together geochemical measurements and
advanced metagenomic sequencing are able to give a
comprehensive picture of microbial communities and
their surrounding environment. The obstacle is to find
suitable methods analyzing given data and determining the information containing the most new insight.
Here we present some methods which fulfill these requirements (see Figure 2 for a graphical representation).

ORIGIN OF DATA

DATA STATISTICS
• Based on metagenomic short sequence
reads we determine the phylogenetic groups
as well as the metabolic elements in our microbial community.

• Starting from there, we detect enriched pathways as well as pathways specific for one
phylogenetic group. In addition we determine
similarity patterns between communities from
bedrock groundwater to similar samples.

• Furthermore, patterns in the geochemical
data were detected.

ANALYSIS PIPELINE

Statitics
Sample Size
Total bases
ORF number
ORF average
length (aa)
Average
bit-score
Number of
Protein
Number of
E.C
Number of
K.O
Number of
eggNOG

OLKR40
183390
59734586
177294

OLKR49
366191
146095771
381076

OUTO3
367822
156153167
389978

OUTO5
80026
47616964
95429

68,7

86,8

110,0

137,9

82,6

94,9

166,2

195,2

244498

260114

263930

249633

1514

1668

1749

1526

3101

3479

3711

3205

2473

2650

2941

2705

Table 1: Pipeline statistics. Olkiluoto samples OLKR40 and OLKR49 were sequenced with 454 Life sience technique while the Outokumpu samples OUTO3 and
OUTO5 were sequenced with the Illumina paired-end method.

Olkiluoto, an island hosting a nuclear power plant. Samples
were taken from multiple boreholes and from a tunnel build into
rock. Outokumpu, one deep borehole, 2.5 km. Palmottu,
multiple boreholes, closed after sample-taking.
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Figure 2: Pipeline of metagenomics data analysis.
Figure 1: Origin of data.

Sparse Principal Component Analysis

METHODS & RESULTS

Figure 5: Enrichment analysis of Olkiluoto groundwater against groundwater from a
contaminated well in Oak Ridge. Red is enriched in Olkiluoto, orange is non enriched in
Olkiluoto. Green is enriched in Oak Ridge groundwater and Grey shows reactions from
both samples.

METABOLIC ANALYSIS:
Sparse principal component analysis. (Fig. 3.) Statistical technique for finding patterns in data of higher
dimension. Variables (E.C and K.O) are transformed
to a set of principal components explaining most of the
variance in the data. Reference samples consisted of
Bacteria, Archaea and Fungi microbial genomes and
of two metagenomic water samples.

Sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis

Metabolic enrichment analysis. (Fig. 5.) Comparison of two metagenomic sequence datasets by searching for enriched pathways in a reconstructed metabolic
network. The enriched pathways are the weighted
shortest paths between all pairs of metabolites within
a metabolic network. Statistical analysis via randomization. Visualization by superimposing results on KEGG
maps.
Phylogenetic specific pathways. Pyhlogenetic profiles for reactions in a metabolic network are incorporated with the shortest paths between all pairs of reactions within the network. Clustering finds pathways
specific for a phylogenetic group.

Figure 3: Sparse principal component analysis of Olkiluoto
groundwater samples, microbial genome and metagenomic
data. PC 2 explains 12.06% and PC3 explains 9.84% of variance in the data.

GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS:
Sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (SCCA).
(Fig. 6.) A technique finding pairs of vectors that maximizes the correlation between a set of paired variables. The set of paired variables can be considered
as two views of the same object. One view can be
thought as variables indicating presence or absence
of DGGE bands characterizing microbial species, while
geochemical measurements constitute the second view.
SCCA uses as few relevant features as possible to explain as much correlation between two views as possible.

Cluster Analysis of Geochemistry

Figure 6: Linking geochemistry and microbial communities. The upper plot corresponds

